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THE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
The vision of the development 
framework is to transform the precinct 
into a major urban hub that includes 
airport related activities; with a focus 
on a well-developed, mixed-use, walk-  
able urban environment anchored by 
a central open space and wetland 
system, with surrounding parkland and 
recreational amenities.

DESIGN DIRECTIVES
The urban design directives provide design guidelines, which have been incorporated from 
the CoE Urban Design Policy Framework, examples of best practice, and applicable building 
typologies.

A key aspect of the urban design precinct plan is that it gives a clear indication of the future 
development potential and direction. Simultaneously it remains sufficiently adaptable to 
accommodate changing market developments and varying conditions.

The aim is to achieve a high quality urban environment with green business-, office-, medical-, 
research-, and technology estates located in the interior, responding to the longitudinal natural 
open space system that forms a key central feature of the precinct.

The edge developments respond to their location along the major regional routes, forming 
mixed-use activity spines and light industrial parks. The built form yields a more intense 
development response along the edges, and a less intense and softer (more park-like) 
development response in the interior. 

In order to safeguard the integrity of the natural features and open spaces on the site, a 
formalised system for the management of these areas needs to be developed and 
implemented.

THE PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT RESPONSE
The public realm is treated as a primary component which will be 
fundamental to the experience of the envisaged Aero-Blaaupan 
Precinct, with allied recreational, working and living environments. 
The various components of the public environment enhance the 
development plan to establish a liveable urban precinct focused 
around a central regional urban park and natural environment. 

The development approach emphasizes the creation of a high 
quality public environment that is functional, landscaped, safe, clean, 
well-lit, well managed in terms of maintenance and security, and is 
environmentally sustainable, as being fundamental to the success of 
the precinct. 

A key component of the urban design plan is to establish a quality 
public realm with directives for achieving the desired built form.

Key elements of the public environment are designed as outstanding 
features and landmarks within the precinct to establish the desired 
character and quality of place. These include the Blaaupan public 
park, local neighbourhood parks, and a network of pedestrian ways 
with key pedestrian avenues & boulevards and local pedestrian links.

REGIONAL CONTEXT AND STATUS QUO
The boundary of the precinct is a 
triangular shape, formed by Atlas 
Road (M43 / K157) to the west and 
Great North Road (M45 / K119) to the 
east, and extending from the Denel 
North Road (proposed K86) in the 
south, to the Atlas Road / R21 freeway 
interchange with the R21 forming the 
northern tip of the site.

Regional centres and nodes that are 
within a 5km north-west-south arc of 
the study area include the Pomona 
Road Industrial Cluster; Kempton Park 
CBD; Rhodesfield; ORTIA terminal hub; 
an associated hotel and entertainment 
complex; Jet Park industrial area; and 
North Rand Road mixed-use activity 
corridor. 

EXISTING MOVEMENT AND 
CIRCULATION

The precinct is well connected via the 
regional movement system but has 
poor local east-west connectivity due 
to the physical barrier of ORTIA, the 
internal wetland system, and due to 
its character as an area in transition, 
with undeveloped farm portions being 
developed for industrial, residential 
and retail uses.
The proposed provincially-planned 
PWV15 is intended to serve as a 
highway with a logistics function. It 
physically divides the study area and 
will not provide local access. Due to 
the existing nature of the land use and 
the high order roads (Classes 2 and 
3), public transport and pedestrian 
walkways have not been made a 
priority focus in this area.

ENVIRONMENTAL
OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

The environmental system is a natural 
asset with important biodiversity and 
ecological engineering functions; there 
is an opportunity for its incorporation 
into the precinct’s development as an 
integrated open space system.

The existing operations and proposed 
airport developments of ORTIA have 
an impact on the future development 
of the surrounding areas with regard 
to the noise impact on land use and 
activity, development height and 
architectural response to overcome 
issues such as glare. All development 
would be subject to the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) regulations.

THE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
The regional development concept 
illustrates identified nodes, according 
to the Metropolitan Spatial 
Development Framework (MSDF) and 
the Aerotropolis Master Plan, in relation 
to the current development trends. 
Both policies identify the precinct as 
an important location with regard to 
the development focus around the 
airport.
The proposed PWV15 route, along with 
Atlas Road (M43) and Great North 
Road (R23) are identified as activity 
corridors linking main mixed use 
nodes along the N12 and the R21. The 
development trends in response to the 
central position of the natural features 
of the precinct, indicate that nodal 
development would shift outward 
towards the major intersections with 
the R21, M43 and R23.

THE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
The development concept is shaped 
by the following structuring elements:

• Nodes: the proposed establishment 
of three main mixed-use nodes, 
which would build on the existing 
activity pattern:

• Aerotropolis Gateway Node: at 
the R21 freeway interchange;

• Parkhaven Node: this includes 
the Denel technical campus 
at the intersection with the 
proposed K86 and Atlas Road;

• Brentwood Park Node: this is 
located at the intersection with 
the proposed K86 and Great 
North Road.

•  Activity Spines: the consolidation 
of the existing major north-south 
routes Atlas Road and Great North 
Road into activity spines, including 
more local smaller nodes and 
clusters at key intersections along 
the activity spine, and in particular 
the proposed interchanges with the 
future PWV 15.

•  Natural Open Space System: 
the retention, rehabilitation and 
enhancement of the central natural 
open space system.

•  Land Parcels: the urban structuring 
elements divide the precinct into a 
series of seven land parcels. Each 
of these has a particular character 
and function in terms of the future 
development of the precinct.
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THE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
The detailed precinct development framework is a consolidation 
and refinement of the development concept. It is underpinned by a 
series of urban structuring and guiding development principles. The 
framework provides the spatial structure and physical configuration 
that guides public and private development decision-making in the 
precinct.

CONSOLIDATED NATURAL OPEN SPACE SYSTEM
The proposed natural open space system consists of the consolidation 
and rehabilitation of the various water bodies (pan depressions) 
and wetland systems. This forms a central linear system through the 
precinct, giving it a unique identity. It promotes biodiversity within 
the CoE, as directed by its environmental policies, and supports the 
conservation of the Brentwood Grassland and wetland system. It 
also gives an “address” to the precinct, potentially enhancing the 
land value profile of the area. The proposed natural open space 
system is an important component of the development framework in 
providing socioeconomic and environmental engineering functions: 
these would include provision of publicly accessible open space for 
passive recreation, improved land values due to the uniqueness of 
the environment, and would enhance capability for management of 
flooding and water runoff.

THE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
The circulation and connectivity are formed by a street grid network which provides 
the underlying logic of the precinct’s development. The street grid allows for:
• Forging regional linkages and optimising access, particularly local access from 

the proposed PWV 15 freeway which will transect the precinct along its north-
south axis;

• Establishing a number of new east-west main routes through the precinct, adding 
key north-south linkages and extending the existing street network;

• Establishing a local street network, providing access throughout the sub-precincts 
and to the regional open space system;

• Establishing a public realm pedestrian network and integrating non-motorised 
transport (NMT).

This form response has been achieved by applying the following principles:
• Along the activity spines, perimeter block development establishes a hierarchy 

of spaces from the public, to semi-public, to semi-private and private realms. This 
establishes positive edge conditions within the mixed and multi-use approach of 
activity patterns that are being promoted to an urban scale of intensity;

• Framing of the public realm and streets by the buildings, which are a fundamental 
component to the place-making qualities inherent in the urban design plan;

• A human-scaled height is promoted, ranging from 2 to a maximum of 6 storeys.

The proposed movement network of the detailed development framework allows 
for the establishment of an integrated public transport system. The proposal is to 
establish bus routes along Great North Road and Atlas Road, with bus stops at 
intervals of 400m to 600m. Generally, the public transport services along these 
routes would serve the entire precinct, providing access to public transport within 
an 800m distance or a 10-minute walk. It is envisaged that this system could either 
be provided through municipal bus services or the future Bus Rapid Transit system 
(BRT). The proposal incorporates future BRT proposals as outlined by the city’s public 
transport policy. The two main routes should also include mini-bus taxi stops.

The Aerotropolis Masterplan of 2015 shows a potential future Gautrain station and 
link from the OR Tambo mid-terminal into this area.  The Aero-Blaaupan precinct 
plan recommends that this route follow the PWV 15 alignment, as the PWV 15 has a 
wide road reserve of 100m. The available space is sufficient to accommodate both 
the freeway and a mass public transit system such as the Gautrain. In this regard it 
is recommended that the future station be located at the interchange between 
the PWV15 and Great North Road, as this would link with the proposed bus and taxi 
public transport systems.
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LAND USE PLAN
The precinct plan establishes the precinct as an employment destination, whilst 
retaining the existing residential neighbourhoods and introducing some additional 
residential opportunities. 

This was informed by the development constraints and the market assessment. 
Based on an assumption of standard floor space per employee, it is estimated that 
once completely developed, the precinct would accommodate in the order of 
about 30,000 employees and a potential residential population of around 9,000 
people. These estimates take into account the existing employment figures and the 
established residential population

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The implementation strategy is aimed at directing 
the development process into a series of actionable 
outcomes. These interventions are to attract and enable 
resources and physical developments which turn the 
spatial development plan into a physical reality.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The implementation of the precinct plan will be largely 
through initiatives by the public (CoE) and the private 
sectors that undertake specific interventions. These 
are either physical capital projects or further studies 
and investigations that plan and promote projects, 
or involve the preparation of land for development in 
accordance with the precinct plan.    

A key strategy of the precinct plan is the establishment 
of the Aero-Blaaupan Regional Park and Nature 
Reserve / Greenbelt, an envisaged central regional 
park and natural open space system. Combined with 
improvement to infrastructure and services, and the 
granting of additional development rights, it will realise 
a quality public destination and establish a favourable 
property development environment.

FOCUS AREAS 
The primary focus area is the central regional park and natural open space 
system, which is a defining feature of the precinct. This is supported by a central 
green-spine pedestrian network and east-west road connection.

Additional design directives guide the development of sub-precincts, these 
include: 

• Sub-Precinct 1: Gateway Triangle;
• Sub-Precinct 3: The establishment of a mixed use and office park in the 

activity spine along Atlas Road;
• Sub-Precinct 5: Brentwood Light Industrial Design Directives.
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